FORM 1:
Operator (and any partner interests) and their experience in drilling wells

Onshore or Offshore operations

Well depths and whether deviated or horizontal involved

AFE per well (reference is given as values and assume Normally Limit purchased is 3x AFE)

Drilling Contractor – experience and loss history

Well plans, if available, but specific information on any enhanced drilling risks (high pressure H2S etc.)
-

important: ______________________
no. of sections: __________________
casing sections: __________________
casing size: ______________________
casing depth: ____________________

NPT: ________________ %
major sources of NPT:

HSE incident:

major source of HSE incidents

MUD
Type:

Weight:

Well type:
 new
 re -entry
 side track

Downhole info:
-

max temp: ____________________
max pressure: _________________

Risk Register:
-

loss circulation: ______________________________
stuck pipe: __________________________________
hole deviation: _______________________________
borehole instability: ___________________________
mud contamination: ___________________________
hole cleaning: ________________________________
h2s bearing zone: _____________________________
shallow gas zones: ____________________________
others: _____________________________________

WELL SCHEDULE:
-

Max Angle: ________________________________________
TVD: _____________________________________________
TMD: _____________________________________________
KOP: _____________________________________________
HZ Displacement: __________________________________

If available, budget for insurance _____________________________ [USD]

FORM 2:
The 12 Questions of Project Team Readiness:
1. Are you sufficiently staffed to complete this project in accordance with the schedule and
completion deadline?

2. Does the project team have the necessary skills (technical, management and administrative) to
complete the project as required?

3. If not, has training been made available as needed?

4. Are you dependent on a single individual for a specific skill or expertise?

5. If so, do you have a staffing contingency plan to account for staff changes mid-project?

6. Is the project team organized for optimum productivity?

7. Have roles and responsibilities been clearly defined and communicated?

8. Has sufficient time been allocated in the project schedule to account for vacation time, sick time,
holidays, and to avoid staff burn-out?

9. Does the team have a positive attitude towards the project?

10. Are you sufficiently aware of all risks to team performance (internal conflicts, politics, conflicting
agendas, and priorities, etc.)?

11. Have you obtained resource commitments from all supporting organizational units, and/or
external service providers needed to properly complete the project?

12. As the project manager, do you have all the necessary authority to assign project resources and
deal with performance issues?

